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NMR Spectroscopy
– All nuclei have a nuclear spin quantum number (I)

• I = 0, 1/2, 1, 3/2, 2, 5/2, ...
• When I = 0 atomic mass and atomic number are both even (e.g. 12C), 

no spin, cannot exhibit NMR, silent
– Spinning charged nuclei posses angular momentum (P) and the 
motion of the charge gives rise to a magnetic moment (µ)

– The gyromagnetic ratio (γ) is constant for each nuclei and can be 
thought of as how “magnetic” a particular nuclide is
– When placed in a static magnetic field (B0), all µ align relative to 
field in a discrete number of energy states (2I+1)



NMR Spectroscopy
– The static field puts torque on the magnetic moment, which begins 
to precess like a gyroscope and can be defined with a vector model

– The rate of precession (ν (Hz)) is known as the Larmor frequency

– The direction (clockwise or anticlockwise) is determined by sign of 
γ but is always the same for any given nuclide

– Resonance occurs when the nucleus changes it spin state. This 
happens when it absorbs energy whose frequency matches ν



What Nuclei Can Be Seen?
– Odd atomic mass and/or atomic number
– These nuclei have spin quantum number (I) ≠ 0

• I = 1/2, 1, 3/2, etc.
• if I = 0, can’t be seen

– But not all nuclei the same when it comes to how “easy” 
they can be seen

• 120 nuclei are NMR active, some multiple isotopes of same element
• 31 have spin = 1/2
• when spin >1/2 there is a nonspherical charge distribution, greatly 

complicates things

– # of orientations in applied external field = 2I+1
• for 1H,  I = 1/2, ∴ 2 orientations



NMR Spectroscopy
Properties of nuclei



NMR Spectroscopy
What actually happens to the nuclei (for spin = 1/2)

– Consider a collection of spin-1/2 nuclei (e.g. 1H) in an applied field

High E (against field, ↓)

Low E (with field, ↑)

For 1H, ΔE ~10-5–10-6 kcal/mol
–only small excess in low energy state

–not sensitive
– more sensitive as B0 increases

@ 60 MHz: Nβ
Nα

1,000,000
1,000,009=

@ 300 MHz: excess is 48

– Any given nuclide can be oriented with (α) or against (β) the field

• Gives rise to bulk magnetization vector (M0)
• Precession only in x,y plane



How To Induce Resonance
}early days

(1) Sweep B0, hold frequency constant
(2) Sweep frequency, hold B0 constant
(3) Pulse techniques – all modern instruments

FT

– Apply burst of energy, excites all nuclei
– Observe nuclei releasing energy
– Get free induction decay (FID)
– Fourier transform (FT) to get frequency



What Happens During Pulse
• A short (µs), powerful rf pulse (B1) of frequency ν1 is 
applied along x axis
• Tips M0 into xy plane for all protons at the same time

• The detector is in the xy plane, so the “angle of the pulse” is important

• This has implications for 2D NMR and other experiments



What Happens During Pulse
• Consider an M0 for three individual net magnetizations (e.g., 3 protons), 
each with their own Lamor frequency (νL)

• The 90º pulse tips all into xy plane, but each proton precesses at its own 
νL relative to ν1. This can be slower or faster than ν1.
• These frequency differences give rise to the FID.



What Happens During Pulse
• The FID for acetone is a single sine wave with frequency equal to the 
difference between νL and ν1.

• The FID for ethyl acetate has three superimposed sine waves.



Relaxation
• After the pulse, the magnetization along the xy plane begins to decay 
back to be oriented along the z axis (parallel to B0).

• For many nuclei, this relaxation can be very slow (0.1–100 seconds).

• If there is insufficient relaxation time before the next pulse, then a loss 
in signal quality and/or incorrect peak areas may result.

• There are two processes for relaxation:
• T1: spin-lattice or longitudinal relaxation. This occurs along z-axis.
• T2: spin-spin or transverse relaxation. This occurs in the xy plane 

with no net change in z magnetization.

• T1 relaxation involves transfer of energy to 
nearby nuclei tumbling at appropriate frequency. 
If this is too long, peaks will be difficult to see.



Relaxation
• T2 relaxation involves transfer of energy among precessing nuclei, two 
nuclei with opposite spin states interact and swap, spins become 
randomized, field inhomogeneity also play a role.

• if too short get “fanning out” of signal, line broadening, signal loss

• T2 can be measured by looking at the 
width of a peak at 1/2 height.



Relaxation

• For other nuclei (e.g., 13C or 15N), T1 times must be considered and 
possibly adjusted.

• Longer than for proton and vary quite a bit.
• For 13C, T1 relaxation can involve attached protons (C–H).
• C=O or fully-substituted C relax slowly and are easily saturated 

(short peaks).

• For protons in nonviscous solutions, T1 times 
are short enough that peak intensities are 
proportional to the number of protons involved 
and T2 times are sufficiently long to obtain 
sharp peaks.



How To Increase Sensitivity/Signal
Not all available to all samples/experiments

– use larger sample, increase conc. (increases # of spins, N)
• often you are sample/solubility limited

– increase # of scans, ns
• increases instrument usage time, increasing cost

– larger γ nuclei (increases ν, ∴ ↑ΔE, ∴ larger Nupper/Nlower)
• can’t change properties of nuclei

– ↑B0 (increases ν)
• higher fields, higher price

– lower temperature (T) of spins
• inconvenient at times, not all instruments equipped

– T2 (spin-spin or transverse relaxation)
• involved with peak width (broadening), usually pre-set



NMR Spectroscopy
Sample Handling

– 5–40 mg typical → only μg needed for 1H

– solvents: typically deuterated to avoid complications with  
   solvent peak overlap

• CCl4, CDCl3, C6D6, acetone-d6, DMSO-d6, CD2Cl2, CD3CN, etc.
• CDCl3 has become the “standard” solvent - single peak observed, 

relatively far away from other peaks (δ 7.26 ppm)
• best solvents are those that are volatile and not very hygroscopic
• There have been developments with “No-D NMR"

– standard: varies with nucleus of interest
• for 1H and 13C:  SiMe3 (TMS) = 0 ppm
• solvent peak



What Does Spectrum Look Like?

δ



– with ↑ field get better sensitivity and complexity decreases
• peaks spread out
• easier to interpret

What Does Spectrum Look Like?



– with ↑ field get better sensitivity and complexity decreases
• peaks spread out
• easier to interpret

– But different instruments (i.e. different fields) would give 
different values (frequencies)

• δ – chemical shift
• dimensionless

What Does Spectrum Look Like?



How Many Signals?
Chemical shift equivalence

– Identical chemical environments
– Interchangeable by symmetry
– If so, seen as the same signal



Chemical shift equivalence

How Many Signals?



Homotopic Protons
– Interchangeable through axis of symmetry
– Chemical shift equivalent in chiral or non-chiral environments

Enantiotopic Protons
– Have same chemical shift in non-chiral environments
– Mirror images

How Many Signals?



Diastereotopic Protons
– Never in same environment, different chemical shift
– Not chemical shift equivalent, but can have overlapping signals

– If bond rotation is very fast on NMR time scale, get average

How Many Signals?



Diastereotopic Protons
– Chirality can be “insulated” and not felt by diastereotopic protons

How Many Signals?



Diastereotopic Protons
– Chirality can be “insulated” and not felt by diastereotopic protons

How Many Signals?



Diastereotopic Protons
– If bond rotation is slow on NMR time scale, get two signals

– Often a problem 
with Boc groups

How Many Signals?



Determining Equivalency
To compare protons (or carbons)

1) Pick a pair of protons
2) On paper, substitute each one separately with an arbitrary atom Y. 

    This generates 2 new molecules.
3) Compare:

 – identical or enantiomers: protons are chemically equivalent
 – diastereomers: not chemically equivalent
 – structural/constitutional isomers: not chemically equivalent
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Determining Equivalency
To compare protons (or carbons)

1) Pick a pair of protons
2) On paper, substitute each one separately with an arbitrary atom Y. 

    This generates 2 new molecules.
3) Compare:
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Where Are The Signals?
Chemical Shift

– All protons are excited at same frequency, but not all of them feel 
the same applied frequency at the same the time, otherwise only one 
signal would be seen.

– The electron cloud around a nucleus shields the nucleus from the 
applied field (B0). At a given B0 the effective frequency at resonance is 
less.

– Electronegative atoms decrease the density of the electron cloud 
(deshield) and the nucleus feels more of B0.



Where Are The Signals?
Chemical Shift

– All protons are excited at same frequency, but not all of them feel 
the same applied frequency at the same the time, otherwise only one 
signal would be seen.

– The electron cloud around a nucleus shields the nucleus from the 
applied field (B0). At a given B0 the effective frequency at resonance is 
less.

– Electronegative atoms decrease the density of the electron cloud 
(deshield) and the nucleus feels more of B0.



Chemical Shift – General Values

Where Are The Signals?



Chemical Shift – Electronegative groups – diamagnetic shielding

Where Are The Signals?



Chemical Shift – anisotropic shielding – π bonds

Induced field from ring current opposes B0 in center 
of double bond and adds to it at the ends

Protons deshielded: 1) on sp2 carbon - electronegative
  2) by ring current

Aromatics have larger effect because ring current is larger

BUT...

Where Are The Signals?



Induced field from ring current opposes B0 at ends where protons are located
– Shields relative to double bonds/aromatics

What about the alkyne???

Chemical Shift – anisotropic shielding – π bonds

Where Are The Signals?



Chemical Shift – anisotropic shielding – π bonds

similar effects with C=O

Where Are The Signals?



Chemical Shift – anisotropic shielding – σ bonds 

Electrons in single bonds 
can also produce 

anisotropic effects, but they 
are much smaller

Where Are The Signals?



Chemical Shift – resonance effects

Where Are The Signals?



Chemical Shift – Protons on oxygen and nitrogen

Where Are The Signals?



13C NMR



NMR Spectroscopy
Carbon-13 Spectroscopy

13C NMR Overview
Problems

1) Natural abundance ~1%
(do not observe coupling between carbons, low probability)

2) γ – low sensitivity compared to proton
~1/6000 overall

3) Large coupling constants to protons:
JCH = 110–300 Hz
JCCH = ~20 Hz

} leads to lots of peaks in spectrum

Solutions to coupling problem:
– Broad-Band Decoupling: irradiate entire region where protons absorb
– get singlets and enhancement of signal when H is attached
– quaternary (and those w/o H) carbons often weak
– but can’t integrate



NMR Spectroscopy
Carbon-13 Spectroscopy

How to get C–H attachment information?
– DEPT, HMQC (HETCOR)

13C NMR Overview



2D NMR Spectroscopy
Number of Protons on Carbon

DEPT (Distortionless Enhancement by Polarisation Transfer
= Carbon spectrum = ↓ CH2  

   ↑ CH, CH3

= ↑ CH

135º
pulse

90º
pulse



NMR Spectroscopy
Carbon-13 Spectroscopy

13C NMR Chemical Shifts
– Roughly similar to protons in terms of order, some differences
– typically 10–210 ppm

– Regions not as clear cut as with proton, large steric effects
– Shifts related mainly to hybridization & substituent electronegativity



NMR Spectroscopy
Carbon-13 Spectroscopy

13C NMR Chemical Shifts
– affected by substituents as far away as the δ position
– sterics plays a big role as well

– very sensitive to changes in electronics/structure



NMR Spectroscopy
Carbon-13 Spectroscopy

13C NMR Chemical Shifts
– more specific areas of spectrum



NMR Spectroscopy
Carbon-13 Spectroscopy

13C NMR Chemical Shifts
– more specific areas of spectrum



NMR Spectroscopy
Calculating Chemical Shifts

Calculating Chemical Shifts
– only demonstrate for 13C; can be done for 1H, but much less reliable
– use only as a guide, not as an absolute number
– Really useful for double bonds/aromatics
– see appropriate tables in Pretsch (p. 78–79, 83–86, 97–101, 105–107)



NMR Spectroscopy
Calculating Chemical Shifts

Calculating Chemical Shifts
– only demonstrate for 13C; can be done for 1H, but much less reliable
– use only as a guide, not as an absolute number
– Really useful for double bonds/aromatics
– see appropriate tables in Pretsch (p. 78–79, 83–86, 97–101, 105–107)



Coupling



NMR Spectroscopy
Spin Coupling & Coupling Constants

Spin-Spin Coupling
– All 1H can adopt spin with field or opposed to field
– The spin of these 1Hs can affect the field “felt” by their neighbors

{ {JAB JBA

J = coupling
constant

Units =  Hz
doublet (d)

– Typically only seen through three bonds
– Longer is possible, more later
– Coupling constants do not vary with field strength of instrument



NMR Spectroscopy
Spin Coupling & Coupling Constants

JAB = 7.0 Hz
Chemical shift of 

proton is average of 
all signals for that 

proton



For ease of interpretation Δν/J should be large
– can’t change J

– larger fields give larger Δν 

NMR Spectroscopy
Spin Coupling & Coupling Constants

First-Order Coupling

{ {JAB JBA

Δν
J = ~6



– “Angle” of peaks points in direction of 
coupling partner

– As Δν gets smaller, inner lines get 
taller, outer lines shorter

– Chemical shift is no longer midway, 
but is now “center of gravity” of peak

NMR Spectroscopy
Spin Coupling & Coupling Constants

First-Order Coupling
Δν
J = ~6



NMR Spectroscopy
Spin Coupling & Coupling Constants

First-Order Coupling
Δν
J = ~6

– The number of peaks is n+1, n is 
the number of protons that are 

equivalent (same coupling constant)



NMR Spectroscopy
Spin Coupling & Coupling Constants

First-Order Coupling
Δν
J = ~6

– The number of peaks is n+1, n is 
the number of protons that are 

equivalent (same coupling constant)

–The distance in Hz between the 
outer peaks represents ∑J

(d) 4 Hz

(q) 7 Hz

(d) 12 Hz

14 Hz



NMR Spectroscopy
Spin Coupling & Coupling Constants

First-Order Coupling

For ease of interpretation Δν/J should be large
– can’t change J

– larger fields give larger Δν 

0.44.8

600 MHz

0.44.8

250 MHz

60 MHz



– Letters designate coupling partner (A, M, X); numbers refer to 
multiplicity (2, 3, etc)

– If Δν/J ≥ ~6, coupled sets are well separated; separated letters are 
used: AX

– If Δν/J < ~6, coupled sets are close together; close letters are used: AB

– If three sets are coupled: AMX

– If higher order (e.g. AB, A2B, ABC, A3B2C2) often not interpreted by 
inspection; second order?; likely called multiplet

NMR Spectroscopy
Spin Coupling & Coupling Constants

Describing Spin Systems – Pople notation



NMR Spectroscopy
Spin Coupling & Coupling Constants

Conventions for Reporting Coupling
Multiplicity descriptors: singlet (s), doublet (d), triplet (t), quartet (q)

Can be combined: dd = doublet of doublets
                         tq = triplet of quartets

                                           ddd = doublet of doublets of doublets

What about chiral molecules?
      –diastereotopic protons are considered individually

Calculating J values:
Hoye et al.

J. Org. Chem. (1994) 59, 4096
J. Org. Chem. (2002) 67, 4014



NMR Spectroscopy
Spin Coupling & Coupling Constants

Typical Coupling Constants

See also Lambert, 
Chapter 4, pp 104–106



NMR Spectroscopy
Spin Coupling & Coupling Constants

Factors Affecting Magnitude of J

1. Hybridization
2. Bond angles & torsion angles
3. Bond lengths
4. π bonds
5. Substituents

Sternhell, S. Q. Rev., Chem. Soc. 1969, 23, 236–270.



NMR Spectroscopy
Spin Coupling & Coupling Constants

Bond Angles in Vicinal Coupling



NMR Spectroscopy
Spin Coupling & Coupling Constants

“Freely” Rotating Systems



NMR Spectroscopy
Spin Coupling & Coupling Constants

Bond Angles in Geminal Coupling



NMR Spectroscopy
Spin Coupling & Coupling Constants

Bond Angles in Allylic Coupling

Sternhell, S. Q. Rev., Chem. Soc. 1969, 23, 236–270.



NMR Spectroscopy
Spin Coupling & Coupling Constants

Bond Angles in Allylic Coupling

Rout, L.; Harned, A. M. Chem.—Eur. J. 2009, 15, 12926.



NMR Spectroscopy
Spin Coupling & Coupling Constants

Long Range Coupling
– through 4+ σ bonds
– dependent on bond angles and substituents



NMR Spectroscopy
Spin Coupling

Magnetic equivalence
– Must first be chemically equivalent
– “If two protons in the same set...couple equally to every other proton 

in the spin system, they are also magnetically equivalent”
– Magnetic nonequivalence common in aromatic systems
– Do not become a first order system with change in field strength



NMR Spectroscopy
Spin Coupling

Magnetic equivalence
– Diastereotopic protons in locked conformations



NMR Spectroscopy
Spin Coupling & Coupling Constants

Spin Decoupling Experiment
– If irradiate at frequency of Hx, spin states will quickly change and average 

will be 0.  HA loses coupling to Hx.


